1) Introduction
It has been shown by B.M. Kincaid(l) that for synchrotron light produced by relativistic electrons in an undulator (U), the most damaging error caused by an individual defect in an U is an error field whose integral over the electron trajectory does not vanish. This applies in particular to the generation of high order harmonics in a long U. This theory breaks down when that integral vanishes. But even in that case, field errors can cause trajectory length errors, which result in pha~e shifts that will reduce the center amplitude and broaden spectral lines. is the perturbation of that angle due to the field perturbation 68(z), then the trajectory length perturbation 6s is given in good approximation by z (2) 6s(Z) = J(x 1 (Z) 6X 1 (Z) + .5 6x 12 (z)) dz.
-oo 0 It is clear from Equation (1) and Equation (2) that 6s(oo) will in general be nonzero, even if 6X 1 (oo) = 0. It follows also from equation (2) that if one wants to correct phase shifts caused by field errors without changing the structure of the U, the simplest way is to increase or decrease over a number of periods the amplitude of the sinusoidal fields produced by the U. Field patterns for such field changes that do not cause other undesirable effects will be described elsewhere ( 2 ).
In order to be able to make intelligent choices among the magnetic structures commonly used as U 1 s, the effects of the most important construction errors caused by finite construction tolerances on the magnetic -2-field distribution of the U will be discussed in Section 2. Since it is clear that for very long U's the necessary tight tolerances will not be achievable in the foreseeable future, one has to consider active, preferably electromagnetic (EM) _methods to correct the fields in a long U. In Section 3, a number of concepts for such devices will be discussed. Since the magnitude and nature of corrections is probably most easily determined by looking at the spectrum produced by electrons in the U, an EM U is, from that point of view, the preferable device, since sections of the U can be turned off. In Section 3, a conceptual design for an EM device will also be described that has the potential to produce fields as large as those of the permanent magnet (PM) hybrid structures that have been described elsewhere.< 3 ) While I have shown and stressed in a number of publications (for instance, Reference 3) that for small gaps and periods PM structures produce larger fields than EM magnets, this new concept does not violate these statements, it merely extends the region of parameter space that can be reached with EM devices to smaller dimensions.
2) Description of Field Errors Caused by some Finite Construction Tolerances
In order to explain the concepts in a simple manner, I assume that the U is sufficiently wide so that the magnetic fields produced by the U do not depend on the transverse space coordinate in the bend plane of the electron trajectories, i.e. I assume two dimensional fields.
The error fields can then be uniquely broken up into error fields that are perpendicular to the midplane in the midplane, and error fields that are parallel to the midplane in the midplane. The latter are ignored throughout since they are essentially parallel to the electron trajectories (unless they are far off the midplane).
-3-For completeness, I discuss first briefly the effect of magnetization tolerances in an ironless U of the design shown in Figure 1 , using charge sheet equivalent material (CSEM) such as rare earth cobalt (REC). To minimize I 6x <~>. one can show that the blocks should be sorted and placed within a period such that the sum of the magnetization strengths of the blocks with the easy a~is perpendicular to the Z-direction is to be as constant as possible, while the direction of the easy axis for those blocks is not very important.
Conversely, for the blocks magnetized parallel to the Z direction, the proper orientation of the easy axis is most important in order to minimize the sum of their magnetization perpendicular to the Z-axis, while their strength is only of secondary importance. Since the field errors produced by this type of magnet depend much more strongly on material properties than they do for magnets that contain soft iron, it is generally not advisable to use ironless magnets under circumstances where good field quality is important, and the rest of the discussion is restricted to magnets that use iron. In order to assess the field errors caused by an error in the gap between iron poles, I discuss the case of removing a small block of iron from the tip of an iron pole. To simplify the discussion I ignore saturation effects. In order to obtain the field errors, I proceed as follows (see Figure 4 ): I introduce an infinitesimally thin gap between the iron to be removed and the iron pole that is left. I then place a magnetic surface charge onto the surface of the iron to be removed. The charge density is equal to the B-field on the iron surface. By doing so, the surface of the iron to be removed is field free, so that the iron can be removed without changing the fields anywhere. The field change caused by the increase of the gap is therefore
given by the fields produced by the removal of the surface charges or, equivalently, the addition of charges of opposite polarity.
For the purposes of this discussion, the resulting fields can be distinguished as follows: direct field lines that go to the midplane, and field lines that end on iron.poles, as shown in Figure 4 .
If the scalar potential of the poles is fixed, as in an EM or a hybrid with a scalar potential bus, the direct field is the only field that is "seen" .
by the electrons and leads to a 6X 1 (oo) 7 0 that can be computed. In a hybrid U with floating poles (as in Figure 2) , however, the fieldlines that end on iron poles change their potential, and thus lead to indirect fields. Because of the absence of a net magnetic charge, the integral over all error fields -5-over the whole midplane has to vanish. From this, one might conclude that the integral over the indirect fields compensates exactly the integral over the direct fields. This, however, is not so, since the direct fields appear only in the gap region, while the indirect fields extend beyond that region, as shown in Figure 5 . Even though the compensation of the direct field errors is incomplete, the steering error is much smaller in the case of floating iron poles than it is when the scalar potentials of the poles are frozen.
Summarizing~ one can conclude that PM material magnitization errors cause no field errors in the case of a hybrid U with a scalar potential bus, and cause no steering error, but a phase shift in a hybrid U with floating poles.
Gap errors cause both phase shift and steering errors for both magnets, but to a much smaller degree in the case of a hybrid U with floating poles. For that reason, which of the two systems is preferable depends on a great number of design details, at least if the use of EM correctors is not necessary.
3) Other Undulator Design Concepts with Correctors.
The hybrid U with scaiar potential bus and correction coils shown schematically in Figure 3 allows the correction of all field errors, assuming the appropriate correction coils are present. However, if the U is designed to produce fields close to the limit given in Reference 3, the areas of poles on opposite potentials facing each other are rather large, requiring a large amount of iron in the bus structure if substantial corrections have to be made. In addition, the fields cannot be turned off. The following conceptual designs alleviate some of these problems and represent a logical sequence of combining the best features of PM and EM designs.
t.,
-6- Figure 6 shows schematically a hybrid PM design that incorporates tuning/correction coils. An unpublished performance evaluation (Reference 5) shows that, particularly when the period is small, the performance of this structure is seriously reduced when one needs substantial correction currents. '··
